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Abstract: In this manuscript, the synthesis of an original SCF2PO(OEt)2-containing reagent was depicted. Thanks to the unique 

properties of this newly-designed source, an unprecedented transformation with aldehydes was conducted under radical 

conditions, offering an access to high value-added fluoroalkylthio compounds. Preliminary mechanistic studies were conducted 

and supported a radical reaction mechanism. Remarkably, thiol and disulfide derivatives turned out to be suitable coupling partners 

in a transition metal free transformation towards the synthesis of difficult-to-synthesize unsymmetrical disulfides.  Finally, the 

difunctionalization of the 4-phenyl-butene was investigated with this reagent.  

The synthesis of organofluorine molecules is still nowadays a compelling challenge due to the importance of the fluorinated 

compounds[1] in pharmaceutical and agrochemical industries.[2] Thanks to the properties of the fluorine atom and the fluorinated 

groups,[3] features of the fluorine-containing molecules might be tuned at will. In particular, to further meet the demand of original 

fluorinated groups for academia and industrial applications, several research groups investigated the design and the incorporation 

of SCF2R moieties (R = H, F, FG, FG = functional group) onto molecules.[4] In particular, a strong interest was shown towards the 

SCF2PO(OEt)2 residue (Hansch-Leo parameter of  = 0.76).[5] Key reports generally dealt with the construction of this fluorinated 

group[6] or its direct introduction using an electrophilic reagent on various classes of compounds.[5,7] Nevertheless, despite these 

major advances, some synthetic limitations remain. To overcome them and since no radical SCF2PO(OEt)2-source existed, we 

thought that the design of a new reagent would be relevant, offering new chemical spaces for the functionalization of other classes 

of molecules with this fluorinated building block. Taking benefit from our in-home expertise,[5,7] we envisioned at first to use 

ArSSCF2PO(OEt)2 derivatives as the SCF2PO(OEt)2 radical source. Unfortunately, all attempts with different classes of 

compounds only led to the preferential incorporation of the ArS moiety instead of the desired fluorinated group. We reasoned that 

to reach the targeted goal, one solution relied on the “dessymetrization” of the S-S bond from the reagent in order to favor the 

incorporation of the SCF2PO(OEt)2 moiety. In the course of our investigations and inspired by the key advances made by several 

research groups,[4b] we anticipated that the reactivity of a ArSO2SCF2PO(OEt)2 reagent would be tailor-made as it should favor 

the targeted transfer of the SCF2PO(OEt)2 over the ArSO2 group. In this context, the design and the synthesis of the reagent II 

was achieved by mixing our in-home reagent I and sodium para-toluenesulfinate in acetic acid for 16 h at room temperature. 

Pleasingly, under these reaction conditions, the reagent II was obtained in 81% yield and its synthesis was easily scaled up to 

about 1g with a similar yield (3.25 mmol, 89%). Note that under acidic conditions, the reagent II is quite stable while its 

decomposition was observed in the presence of various bases in dichloromethane as a solvent.[8]   

  

Scheme 1. Synthesis of the new SCF2PO(OEt)2 reagent II. [a] Reaction performed on 1.13 mmol scale. [b] Reaction performed on 

3.25 mmol scale. Mes = mesityl 

The reactivity of the reagent II was evaluated for the synthesis of diethyl phosphonodifluoromethylated thioesters (Scheme 2). 

Indeed, the direct introduction of the SCF2PO(OEt)2 moiety was smoothly achieved when combining NaN3 and PIFA in a green 

solvent (EtOAc) at room temperature. A series of aromatic aldehydes (1a-1u) were engaged in our standard conditions. It turned 

out that electron rich substrates (1b-1g) were efficiently functionalized and the reaction was scaled up to 1 mmol scale in case of 

1b leading to the corresponding product in a slightly lower yield (65% vs 79%). The transformation was tolerant to various functional 

groups such as alcohol (2c), halogens (2i-2k and 2o) and nitrile (2q). In case of electron poor aromatic aldehydes (compounds 

1h, 1l, 1p-1q), a slight modification of the reaction conditions was necessary to ensure the synthesis of the corresponding diethyl 
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phosphonodifluoromethylated thioesters in satisfactory yields (up to 61% yield). The substitution pattern on the aromatic ring did 

not have a strong impact on the outcome of the reaction as meta and ortho substituted aromatic aldehydes with electron rich and 

poor substituents (1m-1s) were converted into the expected products (2m-2s) in moderate to high yields. This allowed us to 

functionalize compounds of interest such as the Bn-protected vanillin (1t) and syringaldehyde (1u), offering an access to the 

corresponding diethyl phosphonodifluoromethylated thioesters in 66% and 68% yields, respectively. Heteroaromatic aldehydes 

such as pyrrole-2-carboxaldehyde 1v, 2-thiophenecarboxaldehyde 1w and benzo[b]thiophene-2-carboxaldehyde 1x were also 

smoothly converted into the corresponding fluorinated products 2v-2x in low to moderate yields. When an aliphatic aldehyde was 

engaged, 2y was obtained in 40% yield due to purification issues. Finally, due to the importance of fluoroalkylthio moieties in 

bioactive molecules,[2a] the synthetic value of the methodology was further proven by the late-stage functionalization of a complex 

molecule namely the cholesterol derivative 1z.  

 

Scheme 2. Synthesis of diethyl phosphonodifluoromethylated thioesters from aldehydes using the reagent II. Reaction performed on 0.2 mmol 

scale: aldehyde 1 (0.2 mmol), reagent II (0.3 mmol), NaN3 (2 equiv.), PIFA (2 equiv.) in EtOAc at 22 °C for 3 h under argon. Isolated yields were 

given. [a] Reaction on 1 mmol scale. [b] 6 h instead of 3 h. [c] The reaction was carried out using 0.4 mmol of aldehyde 1, 0.2 mmol of reagent II, NaN3 

(2 equiv.), PIFA (2 equiv.) in CH2Cl2 at 22 °C for 16 h under argon. [d] The product was isolated in the presence of an inseparable impurity. [e] Reaction 

carried out at 27 °C.  



Control experiments were conducted to get more insights into the reaction mechanism. The addition of 2,2,6,6-

tetramethylpiperidine 1-oxyl (TEMPO) or 2,6-di-tert-butyl-4-methylphenol (BHT) as radical inhibitors completely inhibited the 

reaction, whatever the added quantity.[8] In case of 2 equivalents of TEMPO, the corresponding TEMPO adduct was detected by 

GC-HRMS. Note that when PIFA and TEMPO were mixed, no degradation of the PIFA was observed. Therefore, based on these 

observations and literature data,[9] the following tentative mechanism was proposed (Scheme 3): after generation of the radical 

azide from sodium azide in the presence of PIFA, the corresponding acyl radical was obtained. The latter reacted with the reagent 

II to afford the expected product 2. 

 

Scheme 3. Plausible mechanism.  

The reagent II was not only efficient for the functionalization of aldehyde derivatives, and other classes of compounds were 

evaluated. Indeed, when thiol 3 or disulfide 4 derivatives were engaged with the reagent II in the presence of LiBr,[10] the synthesis 

of difficult-to-synthesize unsymmetrical disulfides       was successfully achieved (12 examples, up to 91% yields, Scheme 4). This 

transition metal-free approach was efficient offering a panel of para substituted aromatic diethyl phosphonodifluoromethylthiolated 

compounds bearing electron-donating groups (5b and 5c, in 72% and 52% yields, respectively) as well as halogens (5d and 5e) 

and a CF3 moiety (5f), the reaction being more efficient for electron rich systems. The substitution pattern on the aromatic ring did 

have a strong effect on the outcome of the reaction as demonstrated when comparing 5c, 5g and 5h. Note that a thiophene 

derivative was a reluctant substrate under these reaction conditions providing the expected compounds in only 22% yield. 

Pleasingly, the functionalization of aliphatic thiol derivatives was achieved not only with the benzylic derivative 5j but also with 

unactivated aliphatic derivatives (5k and 5l). This showcased the added-value of this approach compared to the existing 

methods,[7] and demonstrated further its synthetic utility.   

 

Scheme 4. Synthesis of unsymmetrical fluorinated disulfides 5. Reaction conditions: RSH 3 (0.20 mmol), reagent II (0.2 mmol), LiBr (1 equiv.) in 

HFIP at 40 °C for 6 h under argon. Isolated yields were given. [a] Reaction performed using (ArS)2 4 instead of 3. [b] The product was isolated in the 

presence of an inseparable impurity. 

Aiming at demonstrating further the synthetic potential of the reagent II, the difunctionalization of unactivated alkenes was 

studied.[11] After intensive investigations, the diethyl phosphonodifluoro-methylthiolation sulfonylation of 6 was achieved leading 

to the corresponding product 7, although in a low yield (21%) despite all our efforts (Scheme 5). Nevertheless, the transformation 

was highly atom-economical and regioselective as 7 was obtained as a single regioisomer.[8] 



 

Scheme 5. Difunctionalization of the 4-phenyl-butene.  

In summary, the synthesis of an original SCF2PO(OEt)2 reagent was achieved and its reactivity was investigated. Indeed, the 

direct diethyl phosphonodifluoromethylthiolation of aldehydes provided an access to unprecedented thioester derivatives. 

Preliminary mechanistic studies indicated a radical pathway. Moreover, the access to unsymmetrical SCF2PO(OEt)2-containing 

(hetero)aromatic, benzylic and non-activated aliphatic disulfides was achieved. With the reagent II, the portfolio of SCF2PO(OEt)2-

containing compounds was significantly extended, opening further the chemical space of SCF2FG-containing molecules and 

offering new possibilities for potential applications.  
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